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dead disk doctor plus 1.32 keygen dead disk doctor plus 1.32 keygenQ: jQuery Clone not setting focus to the newly cloned
element I have some html looking like this: Content I'm attempting to clone it and set the focus to the newly cloned input
element. I have this code: $("#content.row.column.note").clone().appendTo(".row.panel").on("keyup", ".input-note", function()
{ var input = $(this); input.focus(); }); The new cloned element seems to be getting appended correctly to the panel with the row
id, and I can see the cloned element when debugging. The new element however doesn't get the focus. The.on function has a
bind() call in it to.row.panel but I've also tried using.closest and that doesn't seem to make a difference. Any idea where I'm
going wrong? Thanks Update: I've also tried: $(".note").closest("div.row").find(".input-note").focus(); and
$(".note").parent().parent().find(".input-note").focus(); but neither are setting the focus. A: The problem is likely that the event
handler is getting called before the DOM is ready. Try adding the following to the bottom of the script tag that contains your
jQuery: jQuery(document).ready(function($) { // your code }); Q: Powershell Script to get IP addresses from a domain I'm
looking for a Powershell script that I can run on a server that can get the IP addresses of all the servers in a domain. Is this
something that can be accomplished with powershell? Thanks, A: The netdom command can do this 4bc0debe42
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